WHAT IS EQI

EQI AIMS TO LAUNCH THE WORLD’S FIRST LICENSED AND FULLY REGULATED OFFSHORE BANK PROVIDING:

Private and Corporate Banking, Cryptocurrency Exchange, Cryptocurrency Custody, Fiat and Cryptocurrency Lending, Insured Wallet and Cold Storage, Settlement and Clearing, Blockchain Compliance.
SECTOR ISSUES

NO OFFSHORE BANK BRIDGES THE FIAT AND CRYPTOCURRENCY INDUSTRY

There are currently no licensed and regulated banks that provide a single ecosystem encompassing fiat and cryptocurrency banking, trading, custody, lending, clearing and settlement.

Clients need separate relationships with banks, cryptocurrency exchanges, lenders, custodians, wallet and vault providers.

It’s complicated, expensive and insecure
CURRENT SECTOR LIMITATIONS

CURRENT LIMITATIONS:
• Offshore Banking is elitist
• Cryptocurrency Exchanges are risky
• Loans are expensive
• Custodians refuse cryptocurrency
• Wallets are unsafe
• Global Payments are slow
• Compliance is siloed

EQI BELIEVES:
• Offshore Banking should be available to all
• An exchange should be licensed, safe and regulated
• Finance should be available to all cryptocurrency owners
• The bank of the future will custody cryptocurrency and digital assets
• Wallets should be insured against loss and theft
• Global payments should be instantaneous
• Globally shared platform for KYC and AML/CDD
ECOSYSTEM SOLUTION

PRIVATE AND CORPORATE BANKING
CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE
CRYPTOCURRENCY CUSTODY
FIAT AND CRYPTOCURRENCY LENDING
INSURED WALLET AND COLD STORAGE
SETTLEMENT AND CLEARING
BLOCKCHAIN COMPLIANCE
EQI’S MARKET

ONE BANK - EIGHT MARKETS

- US$134.1T Global Banking
- US$367B Cryptocurrency Market
- US$3.53T Hedge Funds
- US$64B P2P Lending
- US$100T Custody Services
- US$1.6B Settlements and Clearing
- US$21M Wallets and Cold Storage
- US$270B Compliance
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SUBSCRIPTIONS:
EQITRADE.COM